We investigate the nature of objects in a complete sample of 28 galaxies selected from the first sky area fully covered by the Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA (ALFALFA) survey, being well detected and having H I profiles wider than 550 km s −1 . The selection does not use brightness, morphology or any other property derived from optical or other spectral bands. We investigate the degree of isolation, the morphology and other properties gathered or derived from open data bases and show that some objects have wide H I profiles probably because they are disturbed or are interacting, or might be confused in the ALFALFA beam. We identify a subsample of 14 galaxies lacking immediate interacting neighbours and showing regular, symmetric, two-horned H I profiles that we propose as candidate high-mass disc galaxies (CHMDs). We measure the net-Hα emission from the CHMDs and combine this with public multispectral data to model the global star formation (SF) properties of each galaxy. The Hα observations show SF rates not higher than a few M yr −1 . Simple SF models indicate that the CHMDs formed most of their stars almost a Hubble time ago, but most also underwent an SF event in the last ∼10 6 -10 7 yr; the young stars now produce 10-30 per cent of the visible light. The spatial distribution of the SF regions is compatible with recycled stellar ejecta. We calculate representative dynamical masses, M dyn , for the CHMDs ranging from ∼10 11 to ∼7 × 10 11 M . The M dyn values are larger by factors of 2.5-7.5 than the baryonic masses of the luminous stars and gas but are affected by rather large errors. We test the Tully-Fisher relation for the CHMDs and show that these lie below the relation defined by lower mass galaxies, that is, their M dyn is lower than expected when extrapolating the relation from lower mass galaxies to higher H I linewidths.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Two basic cosmological questions are how do galaxies form and how do they achieve their present structure. The current approach to answer these questions involves the comparison of structureformation models to galaxy observations at low and high redshift. The stellar masses of galaxies can increase through major mergers, the accretion of smaller satellite systems and the star formation by converting gas into stars; some of this gas can be externally accreted. Guo & White (2008) showed that the relative importance of these three modes is a strong function of the stellar mass in the specific galaxy. The galaxy growth through major mergers depends strongly on the stellar mass, minor mergers contribute more to galaxy growth than major mergers at all redshifts and stellar masses, E-mail: noah@wise.tau.ac.il and in galaxies significantly less massive than the Milky Way, star formation dominates the growth. Gavazzi & Scodeggio (1996) found that the star formation in late-type galaxies (Sa and later) is most probably regulated by the total mass of a galaxy. Their assumptions in reaching this conclusion were that galaxies develop in isolation, that they all have solar metallicity, that the star formation rate (SFR) decreases exponentially with time with an e-folding time depending on the galaxy mass, and that the initial mass function (IMF) is 'Salpeter', with stars from 0.1 to 120 M . Balogh et al. (2004) identified two galaxy families in the colour distribution of Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) objects: a blue star-forming family and a red, passively evolving population. They concluded that transitions between the two families can take place on short time-scales of a few Gyr. Such transitions can be caused by the mass influx from a merger with a small, gas-rich galaxy (Martin et al. 2007 ).
In normal, inactive galaxies, the stellar velocity dispersion of the bulge, σ * , tracks the maximal rotation velocity of the disc roughly as v m 1.7σ * (Whitmore, Schechter & Kirshner 1979) . Although the theoretical basis of this correlation is still not clear, and the v m -σ * relation is not as tight as has been claimed (e.g. Pizzella et al. 2005 , specifically for low surface brightness galaxies), an empirical relation between v m and σ * does exist (Courteau et al. 2007 ). This implies that σ * can, in principle, be estimated from v m . Since v m can be measured from H I observations for galaxies that are sufficiently gas-rich, in the absence of a resolved rotation curve, v m can be estimated from a single-dish H I measurement, while the inclination angle of the disc can be derived from optical observations. Given the rotation velocity, it is possible to deduce the total galaxy luminosity through the Tully-Fisher relation (Tully & Fisher 1977) and the dynamical mass of the system, given an estimate of the disc size from optical imaging. It is not clear, however, whether these assumptions can be applied also to any random sample of galaxies, although this seems to be the case at least for the 'All Digital H I Catalog' (ADHIC) objects (Courtois et al. 2009 ).
The Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA (ALFALFA) survey is an ongoing, second-generation, blind extragalactic H I survey using the seven-feed L-band focal plane array (ALFA) at the Arecibo Observatory (AO). The seven beams have sizes of 3.3 arcmin along the azimuth direction and 3.8 arcmin along the zenith angle direction. The ALFALFA survey is performed by drift-scanning ribbons of the sky and repeating these after a few months. The combination of multiple scans with the fast 1-s sampling (14 samples per source beam transit time) allows the centroiding of H I sources to much less than a beamwidth (Giovanelli et al. 2005a) . The ALFALFA will eventually survey more than 7000 deg 2 of the high Galactic latitude sky and is expected to detect more than 25000 extragalactic H I sources up to a redshift of 18 000 km s −1 by exploiting the AO's superior sensitivity, angular resolution and digital technology. The survey aims primarily to probe the faint end of the H I mass function (HIMF) and will provide a complete H I census in the surveyed sky area. The ALFALFA survey strategy was described by Giovanelli et al. (2005a) and survey results for selected sky regions were presented by Giovanelli et al. (2005b Giovanelli et al. ( , 2007 , Saintonge (2007) and Kent et al. (2008) . A revision of the HIMF and a determination of H I from 40 per cent of the total survey area with complete source extraction was published by Martin et al. (2010) . The source detection algorithm and method were described by Saintonge (2007) . The ALFALFA survey is the best deep and unbiased H I survey now in existence.
The ALFALFA survey yields a number of parameters for each detection. The ones most often used are the position and radial velocity (to characterize the location of each object in 3D space), and the total H I flux (to derive the H I mass). We use here an additional parameter, w(50) , that is the width of the H I profile at 50 per cent of the peak flux density, to select a sample of objects with H I profiles wider than 550 km s −1 from the published ALFALFA catalogues and associated data products, and study it. The w(50) parameter can be used to estimate the maximal rotation velocity of the gas in a galaxy (e.g. Courtois et al. 2009 ), since for disc galaxies w(50) = 2v max sin (i).
There could be a number of reasons why a galaxy should show a very wide H I profile in a single-dish observation: it could have a high mass implying a fast asymptotic rotation velocity, it could originate in a galaxy showing not only regular rotation but also some chaotic dynamics, or it could result from the detection of a confused binary or multiple galaxy system where the entire H I profile in the relatively wide ALFALFA beam is contributed by two or more objects that may be strongly interacting (as found by e.g. Bothun et al. 1982) . We expect to be able to distinguish between these two possibilities from inspecting the optical galaxy images and the galaxies' H I profiles, and from the characterization of the candidate high-mass disc galaxy's (CHMD's) neighbourhood, thus being able to select a clean, H I-based, sample of high-mass objects. Trachternach et al. (2009) studied the baryonic Tully-Fisher (TF) relation in a sample of very low mass dwarf galaxies. They concluded that the baryonic TF relation is followed by all rotationally dominated galaxies. Since the relation was established using low to intermediate rotational velocities, it is interesting to see how well it reproduces the behaviour of high-rotational-velocity galaxies.
High-mass objects observed at present represent strong deviations of the initial density fluctuation field in the early Universe. It is possible that interacting galaxies also originate from such strong density fluctuations. In this case, the surroundings of galaxies with wide H I profiles should be characterized by a higher galaxy density than at random locations. This is also tested in our paper, where we adopt cosmology-corrected quantities: H 0 = 73 km s −1 Mpc −1 , matter = 0.27 and vacuum = 0.73, as in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED).
The connection between the H I gas and galaxy mass at the highmass end was recently studied by Catinella et al. (2010) . They found that the gas-to-stellar-mass ratio decreases with the stellar mass and stellar surface mass density. Since we will be deriving both quantities here, it will be interesting to compare our results with those of Catinella et al.
THE SAMPLE
The sample studied here consists of 28 objects selected from the ALFALFA observations. We stress that the selection was done on the ALFALFA data set available only to the ALFALFA collaboration, including sources not yet published. All the objects with the recession velocity smaller than 12 000 km s −1 , H I profile width w(50) ≥ 550 km s −1 and ALFALFA detection code of 1 [implying a high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and high-confidence detection] were selected from the ALFALFA region that has been fully covered by the survey, that is, 7.
h 5 ≤ RA ≤ 16. h 5 and +4 • ≤ Dec. ≤ +16
• , which is ∼20 per cent of the final ALFALFA survey coverage. An ALFALFA detection code of 1 implies a S/N ≥ 6.5, but this cannot be translated into a flux density limit since the S/N depends, among others, on the H I linewidth (see e.g. Giovanelli et al. 2007) . As an example, a source with a flux density of 0.72 Jy km s −1 would be detected at 5σ if its linewidth would be 200 km s −1 (Giovanelli et al. 2005b, fig. 8 ).
The sample is therefore complete according to the selection criteria listed here and is unbiased regarding optical brightness or surface brightness criteria. The volume surveyed to detect these 28 objects is 7.2 × 10 5 Mpc 3 ; the corresponding volume density of these very rare objects is 3.9 × 10 −5 Mpc −3 . By selecting objects closer than 12000 km s −1 , we avoid the outer edge of the ALFALFA survey, which is the velocity bin 120 000 ≤ v ≤ 18 000 km s −1 . The lowest recession velocity present in our sample is 4933 km s −1 excluding also the low-velocity segment of each ALFALFA data cube that contains 'local' objects, such as the Virgo cluster.
The region has the full SDSS coverage; it is thus possible to extract broad-band total magnitudes and colours as well as images with reasonable resolution for the morphological classification of the selected objects. The SDSS also yields radial velocities for the sample objects and for some of their optical neighbours, while the ALFALFA survey yields radial velocities for the opticallyfaint but H I-rich neighbours. We aim to characterize the neighbourhood galaxy density of each object by the distance to its nearest catalogued neighbour and by the number of objects in a preset volume, say, within the 3 h −1 Mpc projected distance and 300 km s −1 velocity difference. The galaxies selected from the ALFALFA survey are listed in Table 1 . We give there the name of the object as used in the AL-FALFA survey (the AGC designator), the derived H I position and the optical centre of the galaxy from the SDSS (both in J2000 coordinates), its heliocentric recession velocity and error (in parentheses) in km s −1 , the full width at half-maximum of the H I line profile and its error (in parentheses) in km s −1 , and the H I flux integral (FI) and its error (in parentheses) in Jy km s −1 . The heliocentric velocity is measured as the mid-point between the channels where the flux density drops to 50 per cent of each of the two peaks (or of one, if only one is present) at each side of the spectral feature and is measured in km s −1 , as explained, for example, in Giovanelli et al. (2007) . The velocity width of the source line profile, w(50), is measured at the 50 per cent outer level of each of the two peaks and is corrected for instrumental broadening.
We checked carefully all 28 objects in the original selection to reject those that could have a wide H I profile by being a confused pair or multiple object, or by being affected by interactions to show a disturbed appearance. This was done by retaining only galaxies where a two-horned profile could clearly be seen and by inspecting the SDSS image and radial velocity data to identify morphological disturbances or possible nearby companions. Information about the inspection of SDSS images and spectral data is given in Appendix A; the H I profiles are shown in Appendix B. The galaxies identified here as having an intrinsic wide H I profile, and retained as such, are marked in bold font in Table 1 .
We identified 14 galaxies with wide H I profiles that did not show signs of interaction nor had nearby 'significant' neighbour galaxies; these might be truly high-mass objects. The objects chosen from the ALFALFA selection as candidate high-mass galaxies (CHMGs, see below) were observed in the R band and in rest-frame Hα, using the Wise Observatory narrow-band filter set. These observations allow the determination of the Hα equivalent width (EW). This, together with the absolutely calibrated ugriz magnitudes from the SDSS and other public-domain data where available, allows the determination of the total Hα emission-line flux and of an approximate SFR and star formation history (SFH) for each object.
Hα observations
Hα imaging of 14 CHMDs was carried out at the Wise Observatory on eight nights, from 2009 March to 2010 April, using the 40-inch telescope with the PI CCD camera (pixel scale of 0.6 arcsec pixel −1 ) and narrow-band Hα filters centred approximately on the wavelength of the redshifted Hα line of each galaxy. At least three 20-min dithered exposures in the narrow-band Hα filter which best fits its redshift and three 5-min dithered exposures in the R band were obtained for each galaxy. The images in the same band were debiased, flat-fielded, sky-subtracted and combined into a final image for each filter.
In order to derive the net line emission contribution (that includes also that of the [N II] lines), we subtracted the continuum contribution from a properly scaled R-band image. The scaling was done using stars, assuming that stars would not contribute specific emission or absorption features in the narrow redshifted band and that their contribution in the R band would only be continuum. This is justified, since even the lowest redshift Hα filter we used is significantly distant from the zero-redshift Hα line that could appear in the spectra of the scaling stars.
Hα EWs were obtained using uncalibrated flux measurements of the galaxies in the R band, and net-Hα images and the transmission curves of the Hα and R filters. Calibrated Hα flux measurements were obtained using the measured EW values and the continuum flux per frequency at the Hα redshifted wavelength, estimated by linearly interpolating between the SDSS measured r and i fluxes.
SDSS and 2MASS data
Catalogue data were extracted for each sample galaxy from the SDSS and are listed in Table 2 . The table lists a shortened name for each object obtained by truncating the position of the object from column (1) of Table 1 to retain the first four RA digits, the Dec. sign and two Dec. digits, and the total ugriz magnitudes from the SDSS. Table 3 lists the Hα emission-line EW in Å and flux in erg cm −2 s −1 determined as explained above, the GALEX farultraviolet (FUV) and near-ultraviolet (NUV) magnitudes with errors for the few objects where these data are available, and the 2MASS J, H and K s magnitudes with errors. Given the lack of approximately uniform coverage by the GALEX of the objects in our sample, we decided to only list the FUV and/or NUV magnitudes without using them for further investigations.
R E S U LT S
The basic question stated above is whether the wide H I profiles detected by the ALFALFA survey are produced by single, noninteracting galaxies or by two or more galaxies that are interacting and are too close together to be resolved by the rather wide ALFALFA beam. This has been shown to be the case for the galaxy with the widest H I profile reported by Bothun et al. (1982) .
The relevant information is contained in the ALFALFA H I profile. We expect this profile to have a clean two-horned shape for non-interacting discy galaxies. Courtois et al. (2009) explained this in their description of some 'good, bad and ugly' profiles in the ADHIC: PGC 71392, in their fig. 6 , shows a clean profile with w(50) = 989 km s −1 and is a high-inclination S0/Sa (see also Giovanelli et al. 1986 ); PGC 10314 has w(50) = 33 km s −1 and appears to be face-on, and the two nearby galaxies, PGC 68870 and PGC 68878, show the contamination of the H I profile of one galaxy by that of the other.
We checked the ALFALFA profiles of all galaxies in Table 1 and show in Fig. 1 examples of the three kinds of profiles from among the objects in our sample.
High-mass candidate galaxies and their neighbourhoods
We found here that, in general, the 28 sample galaxies have large physical sizes and are very luminous. The largest object is 82 kpc wide, while the smallest is only ∼12 kpc. In many cases, the target galaxy had nearby objects that would have been included in the ALFALFA beam. In cases where redshifts were available, some objects were shown to be physical companions of the target galaxy. We also found that some companions showed emission-line spectra and blue continua, indicating fairly recent star formation possibly triggered by a past interaction. Other companions had spectra of early-type galaxies but also showed Balmer absorption lines; such cases could possibly be similar to E+A galaxies (Dressler & Gunn 1983) , indicating the presence of a relatively large population of A and B stars along with an old population dominated by G, K and M spectral types, representing possibly a star formation episode about 1 Gyr ago, with the stellar bulk being much older. Only 14 galaxies among the 28 selected from the ALFALFA data set appear to be fairly isolated, since they do not seem to have SDSS companions closer than ∼10 arcmin that could be confused in the derivation of the H I linewidth; these are candidates for being high-mass objects and are listed in Table 4 . Here and in Appendix A, we give additional details about each object and about their neighbourhood properties. In particular, we add in column (10) of Table 4 the number of identified neighbours in a 3 h −1 Mpc and 300 km s −1 volume around the galaxy; these could well be physical companions that may have interacted with the galaxy in the not-toodistant past. The data for the neighbourhood search are primarily from the NED, supplemented by information from the ALFALFA survey. Table 4 lists the luminosity of the candidate galaxies in the r band using M (r) = +4.52 mag (from www.ucolick.org/ ∼cnaw/sun.html), the size of their major-axes in kpc using the angular size and the luminosity-distance relation from the NED, the inclination i calculated from the SDSS isophotal axes a and b and cos (i) = b/a, the maximal rotation velocity corrected for inclination
, where w(50) is the H I profile width listed in Table 1 , the dynamical mass from
, where R is the maximal extent of the visible galaxy with the power of 10 of the value shown in parentheses, M * , an indicative stellar mass derived from the r-band luminosity by assuming all stars are K5V (this estimate will be refined below) and M H I , the mass in atomic hydrogen from the ALFALFA flux integral and the luminosity distance listed in the NED, using
Mpc × FI, where D Mpc is the distance to the object in Mpc. Note that all estimates were made disregarding the Milky Way and internal extinction, and also not correcting M H I for the helium content to arrive at an estimate of the diffuse baryon masses. Also, Bernardi et al. (2011) list the r-band absolute magnitude of the Sun as +4.67; this would imply a 15 per cent brighter luminosity for all the objects. Column (9) of the table shows F = M dyn Mgas+Mstars , the ratio of the dynamical mass to the total baryonic mass (stars and gas, now correcting for the helium content with M gas = 1.3M H I ). Figs B1-B4 in Appendix B show the H I profiles of these CHMDs. The table also lists the error in the derived parameters; in some cases, for example, ACG 009624, the error in the derived dynamical mass is similar to the value itself. In most cases, the rather large errors are dominated by the error in the inclination. an 'ugly' profile -ACG 226077, a galaxy whose H I profile is affected not only by the nearby neighbour that is included in the ALFALFA beam, but also by the radio interference for velocities below ∼9000 km s −1 .
We stress that the calculated value for M dyn is a lower limit, since it assumes that the H I distribution extends only as far as the 25 mag arcsec −1 isophote of the optical image; in most disc galaxies, this is not the case and the H I distribution extends farther out of the luminous disc by a factor of a few. On the other hand, this calculation also assumes that the gas dynamics are dominated by the circular rotation. M * is also a lower limit, since we did not correct the photometry for the Milky Way and internal extinction. 
D I S C U S S I O N

Simplified SFH for CHMDs
The availability of the integrated SDSS colours allows a comparison of the 14 CHMGs with the relations found by Wu et al. (2007) between the SDSS colour indices and the absolute magnitudes of galaxies. This indicates that, in most cases, the integrated colours can be produced by evolved stellar populations (SPs). In disc galaxies, such colours correspond to high-luminosity systems, as their fig. 3 shows. The CHMDs are thus definitely on the 'red sequence' of galaxies. The present SFR can be derived from the Hα luminosity, following, for example, Pflamm-Altenburg, Weidner & Kroupa (2007) . They give a formula to convert the Hα luminosity to an SFR (in M yr −1 ) valid for L(Hα) ≥ 2.8 × 10 36 erg s −1 :
where X = 1.89 × 10 41 erg s −1 for a canonical (broken) IMF or 3.3 × 10 41 erg s −1 for a Salpeter IMF. The resultant SFRs for the objects with Hα line emission, listed in the last column of Table 4 for a canonical IMF, are rather modest with the median SFR = 2 M yr −1 and the highest value at 4.3 M yr −1 (for 009624), or ∼40 per cent lower for a Salpeter IMF. We are therefore not witnessing very strong SF events but rather mild ones, implying a possibility to maintain the SF process at its present level, given the detected total H I content, over many Gyr by having many and frequent such SF events. In fact, among all galaxies, we find the shortest H I consumption time (for 009624) to be ∼4 Gyr.
Given this result, we decided to test first the possibility that the CHMDs have been forming stars at a constant rate since their formation. Our data set, in particular the availability of SDSS and 2MASS colours, allows a rough estimation of the global SFH in the CHMDs. This procedure aims to best fit the measured global colours of a CHMD with colours predicted by accepted population synthesis programs and has been explained in Zitrin & Brosch (2008) and Zitrin, Brosch & Bilenko (2009) . The baseline synthesized colours originate from the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) GALAXEV library. To allow for slight variations in the simplest scenario, we modelled a composite of two constant-SFR models where we allowed each SF process to start at a different time and to produce different fractions of the light detected at present from each galaxy. Note that a single SP formed with a constant SFR would result automatically from such a procedure as one of the two SPs, where the second population would not contribute to the present-day light. The criterion by which the proper population mix was chosen was the lowest reduced χ 2 of the fit. We can reject this constant SFR scenario, based on the resultant χ 2 values, when comparing with the χ 2 values of the other tested scenarios.
Since we could not reproduce the colours with a constant SFR, even when involving two SPs formed at different times with constant SFRs, we tested two other possible SF scenarios: scenario A -combining a continuous star formation process with a single δ-function SF burst while allowing any metallicity value for each of the two SPs; and scenario B -assuming two 'instantaneous' δ-function bursts occurring at different times, but fixing the metallicity value to either solar or 2.5 times higher. The parameters that change are the start times of the two processes and their relative proportions in the present-day light collected from the CHMD.
We found that scenario A produced exclusively 'old' galaxies, where only approximately one-third of the objects showed a relatively young population that was nevertheless ∼3 Gyr old and contributed up to 34 per cent of the present light. Scenario B, on the other hand, allowed the presence of a reasonable fraction of young to very young stars in most objects, less than 10 Myr old, producing ∼10-30 per cent of the observed light and yielded approximately three times lower reduced χ 2 values than scenario A. Based on the resultant minimal χ 2 , we can therefore reject the scenario of a SP formed with a constant SFR combined with an SP formed by a recent SF burst. We thus adopt a scenario where most of the stars in a CHMD were formed a long time ago, perhaps close to a Hubble time ago, during a short period but a small fraction of their SP formed in a recent SF event. This fraction of young stars now produce 10-30 per cent of the light collected from the galaxy.
It is tempting at this point to speculate what could be the possible very recent SF trigger, a few tens of Myr at most, in a galaxy that seems to have been simply aging with time. One possibility is that the SF process is fed by stellar ejecta and not by the externally accreted material. This recycling of material through stars can be done by gentle mass-loss via stellar winds and planetary nebula formation, with ∼40-50 per cent of the stellar mass returned to the interstellar medium (ISM) and only a small fraction of ISM (∼10 per cent of the total) coming from supernovae (e.g. Pozzetti et al. 2007; Martig & Bournaud 2010) .
Another option could be a minor merger with a gas-rich companion that rejuvenated the old disc, since our optical survey and the shapes of the H I profiles do not seem to support major mergers. We point out that signs of a past but recent interaction could possibly be detected with 2D kinematic mapping, either optically or by mapping H I with a synthesis telescope. It is also possible that some of the other 14 galaxies not identified as CHMDs could be transition objects, following the recent accretion of a gas-rich object, indicating that with this sample we are seeing 'real-time' evolution of massive discs from the red to the blue sequence, or at least into the green valley.
These two options can be checked against the location of the star-forming regions. If the SF trigger is the accumulation of stellar ejecta, then the SF should be more concentrated than the general galaxy light. If the trigger is the external gas accumulation by intergalactic medium accretion (e.g. Salim & Rich 2010), then the young stars are expected to form outside (most of) the disc and not show a particular central condensation.
We tested this by blinking the net-Hα images against the R-band images and indicated the results in the last column of Table 4 . Code C implies that the line emission is centrally concentrated, while code D indicates that it is diffuse. The results show that in most cases the Hα emission is centrally concentrated, supporting the possibility that the source of the material for the formation of the young SP is the recycling of the internal ISM produced by stellar ejecta. We cannot rule out the influx of fresh material, at least for the objects with a mixed classification (C/D). However, it is significant that in no case had we observed a galaxy where the H II regions were exclusively relegated to the periphery of the object.
Stellar mass estimate
We estimated above the stellar mass by assuming that all stars were K5V; this is certainly not the case, since the SP models showed the best fits to be a composite of a population almost a Hubble time ago with a small fraction formed at most a few tens of Myr ago. The young population contributes 10-30 per cent of the visible light. We can use this result to refine the estimate of the stellar mass of each galaxy. We shall first explain the method and then apply it to each CHMG.
The mass estimate uses a value for the mass-to-light ratio (M/L) to convert from the measured luminosity to mass; above, we used the value for a K5V star. However, the M/L values for different populations, for example, by using the top panel from fig. 5 of Anders et al. (2009) 
a SP 10 Myr old, while it is ∼5 M L −1 for a population ∼10 10 yr old.
If the stellar composition of a galaxy of the total luminosity L is produced by only two SPs, say, Population 1 (young) and Population 2 (old), which have (M/L) 1 and (M/L) 2 , respectively, and if each population produces a fraction X or (1 − X) of the total luminosity recorded for the galaxy, then the mass of the first population is
whereas for the second population
The mass ratio of the two SPs, for the CHMGs studied here, is
The young population contributes ∼0.1 per cent to the total mass, thus assuming that all the mass is in the old stars is certainly not a bad approximation. Since the total stellar mass in the CHMGs is of the order of 9 × 10 10 M , the mass of the newly formed SP should be ∼10 8 M and the time to form it, at a typical rate of 2 M yr −1 , would be some 50 Myr. This rough estimate justifies our conclusion that in these CHMGs we see a recent SF event in an old galaxy. Catinella et al. (2010) studied a subsample of an unbiased collection of galaxies with stellar masses M * ≥ 10 10 M at nearby redshifts (0.025 ≤ z ≤ 0.05). The objects were primarily selected from the GALEX and SDSS data sets; those analysed in this paper, some 200 galaxies, have H I measurements from Arecibo Observatory. The preliminary results of Catinella et al. show a strong decrease in the H I-to-stellar mass ratio (M H I /M * ) with the stellar mass and with the stellar surface density in M kpc −2 , μ * = M * /(2πR shows a similar trend of M H I /M * to decrease with the stellar mass increase, except for the aberrant object 248977 discussed below. We found that in all cases M dyn was 2.5-7.5 times larger than the sum of M * and M H I corrected for the helium content, albeit with rather large errors (see Table 4 ). This seems to indicate that all galaxies studied here have significant but not excessive amounts of dark matter. The stellar mass-to-gas mass ratios found here are similar to those of field Sa and Sab galaxies (Read & Trentham 2005) .
CHMDs and the TF relation
Another interesting result concerns the immediate neighbourhood of the high-mass candidate galaxies. One would expect massive galaxies to reside in high-galaxy-density regions, yet, as column (10) of Table 4 shows, these neighbourhoods are relatively sparse. In fact, some of the more massive candidates (e.g. 006066 or 009624) have very few possible neighbours within 3 h −1 Mpc and 300 km s −1 . The shape of H I profiles themselves is an accepted criterion to indicate possible signs of interaction (e.g. Haynes et al. 1998) . Although the ALFALFA profiles shown in Figs B1-B4 of Appendix B are not as clean and of as 'high quality' as those shown by Haynes et al., we can state with reasonable confidence that the profiles appear to be symmetric in the areal symmetry criterion. We thus identified a small population of high-mass disc galaxies that are fairly isolated and do not appear to have had interactions in the last few Gyr.
The subsample of candidate high-mass objects that do not appear to show obvious signs of interaction offers a possibility to check the mass versus rotational velocity at the high-v max end. The mass versus rotational velocity (a.k.a. the TF) relation, was shown, for example, in fig. 4 of Giovanelli et al. (1986) and is shown here for the CHMDs in Fig. 2 .
ACG 248977, a small galaxy extending less than 10 kpc as shown in the SDSS images, yet with a very wide H I profile (Fig. B3 , third row -right-hand panel), is one of the objects that deviates significantly from the Giovanelli et al. (1986) relation and from the relation suggested here for the high-v max galaxies, rotating approximately Figure 2 . Logarithmic plot of the maximal rotational velocity versus the total dynamical mass for the CHMDs. The general trend is for a relatively flat relation, that is, the maximal rotational velocity being nearly independent of the galaxy dynamical mass, with one object (ACG 248977) deviating considerably. The error bars are not plotted, for clarity, but the errors are listed in Table 4 . The relation derived in equation (5) is plotted as a dashed line.
three times faster than what its r-band luminosity would allow, or by being fainter by one order of magnitude than its v max would predict. It is possible that we are not observing pure rotation in this object and that H I synthesis observations, or a single-dish observation with a significantly higher S/N, will indicate the chaotic motion of H I clouds. Note also that the apparent size of HI14110.4+145339, as inspected by us, seems to be about three times larger, overall, than the listed SDSS major-axis (Appendix A). If this were true, then its M dyn would be larger by the same factor, alleviating the discrepancy. On the other hand, we also note that the H I profile is affected by radio frequency interferance, as the plotted baseline shows. In adopting the listed w(50), we have therefore accepted essentially a lower limit to the profile width, implying a lower limit to M dyn .
Eliminating ACG 248977, and fitting a linear regression to the log (M dyn ) versus log (v max ) distribution, yields a correlated set (correlation coefficient 0.73) with log(M dyn ) = (8.4 ± 0.9) + (1.25 ± 0.35) log(v max ).
We plotted this relation with a dashed line in Fig. 2 . Many of the 14 galaxies discussed here appear to fit well the upper right-hand part of the Giovanelli et al. (1986) plot, but the three objects with the highest v max values lie below the extrapolation of the Giovanelli et al. relation. This was also the case for UGC 12591 (see Giovanelli et al. 1986 ). We note in this context that the study of the high-mass end of the TF relation (Noordermeer & Verheijen 2007) found a similar result that galaxies with v max ≥ 200 km s −1 were rotating faster than expected (or were less luminous). However, Meyer et al. (2008) found slopes of ∼4 for lower mass galaxies (v max ≤ 300 km s −1 ) measured by the HIPASS, as also found by Trachternach et al. (2009) for 11 very low mass dwarf galaxies for which they have H I synthesis maps. Our result, a slope of approximately unity, together with the results of Giovanelli et al. and of Noordermeer & Verheijen, indicates a fundamental difference between the high-mass and lower mass galaxies in the definition of the TF relation at the high-mass end of the discs.
We stress that in Fig. 2 we have not plotted the error bars; these are relatively large and their inclusion (in a log-log plot) would result in a figure that would not be understandable. However, as mentioned above, the formal errors are listed in Table 4 .
S U M M A RY
(i) We described a complete sample of 28 galaxies with wide H I profiles selected from the ALFALFA H I survey that could be candidate high-mass objects.
(ii) Using online data bases, we showed that some of the objects could have been confused by nearby neighbour galaxies that could have been included in the radio telescope beam producing the wide H I profiles.
(iii) We eliminated those, as well as objects showing obvious signs of interaction in SDSS images, and reduced the sample to 14 objects lacking visible signs of interaction and/or very close neighbours. We propose these as CHMDs.
(iv) We checked the degree of isolation of the CHMDs and found that some may indeed be located in low-galaxy-density neighbourhoods, contrary to expectations that high-mass galaxies would be found in high-galaxy-density regions.
(v) We investigated simple models for the SFHs of the CHMDs and found that, in most cases, these objects show signs of young and massive star formation. Tests with different star formation scenarios indicated that most of the stars formed about a Hubble time ago, with 10-30 per cent of the light produced by very young stars formed at most a few tens of Myr ago.
(vi) We found that the mass of the young stellar component is a small fraction of the total stellar mass; the CHMGs are thus showing signs of rejuvenation of their old SPs. With the current SFR, the young SP can be produced in a few tens of Myr; the H I reservoir detected by the ALFALFA survey suffices to maintain the star formation for about a Hubble time.
(vii) We calculated dynamical masses from the H I profile width, optical inclination and the optical radius, and compared those with the H I and stellar masses, finding that the luminous matter makes up only ∼30 per cent of the dynamical mass.
(viii) We investigated the location of these CHMDs in the TF relation and found that they deviate significantly from the relation defined for lower mass galaxies.
A P P E N D I X A : I N F O R M AT I O N O N I N D I V I D UA L O B J E C T S
This appendix presents an independent estimate of each object's morphology derived from the SDSS images and reports results of a search for possible neighbours using primarily SDSS information. In the individual comments below, we adopt the SDSS isophotal radii a and b as listed in the SDSS DR7; these are defined at the 25 mag arcsec −1 isophote level. As a second choice, when SDSS isophotal data are not available, we adopt the RC3 blue major-axis and minor-axis at the 25 mag arcsec −1 isophote level. We also adopt for each object the NED conversion from angular size to linear size, referred to as 'the plate scale'. The object identifier is from Table 1 and we repeat next to the name the H I redshift from column (4) There are other similar galaxies in the neighbourhood, within a few galactic radii, but they lack SDSS redshifts; thus, it is not possible at this time to evaluate whether this is a compact galaxy group or a projection effect.
205190 (9683 km s −1 ). This object is known also as MCG +03−28−009 = 2MASXi J1048021+142428 and is a NVSS radio source. The major-axis of 2a = 77.4 arcsec (using the 2MASS K s measure) and the plate scale of 38.50 kpc arcmin −1 imply a 50-kpc-wide galaxy. The SDSS image shows an elliptical or lenticular galaxy with a strong dark lane that has a pronounced warp at its outer half-radius. The extensions of the dark lane appear as luminous ansae on both sides of the galaxy. The galaxy appears to have undertaken a major merger, or to have accreted recently a dust-and gas-rich galaxy, with the accreted material not yet relaxed to the equatorial plane of the galaxy. Note that the bluish object visible on the SDSS image near the northern end of the dark lane is a foreground star. The object does not have an SDSS spectrum. The few diffuse objects within 10 arcmin are all background galaxies.
200589 (10 768 km s −1 ). This galaxy is also known as CGCG 066−023. Its SDSS image shows a spiral disc with a strong bulge, implying an Sa classification. Dust lanes trace possible spiral arms both near the galaxy periphery and in its inner parts. The cosmologically corrected plate scale is 42.43 kpc arcmin −1 . The isophotal axes are a = 75.6 arcsec and b = 36.1 arcsec with a major-axis PA of 109
• , implying a really large galaxy with a physical major-axis of 53 kpc. The SDSS spectrum shows weak Hα in emission and Hβ in absorption. With r = 13.87, at this distance, the object is very luminous, M r −22 mag.
A possible neighbour is SDSS J104831.76+125844.9, a bluish galaxy with r = 18.61 and (g − r) = 0.47, some 20 arcsec to the south-west. Since it has no redshift, it is not possible at present to decide whether it is a real neighbour or a projected one.
006042 (9921 km s −1 ). This galaxy, classified as SB(s)b:, is also NGC 3466 = UGC 06042 = PGC 32872. With a plate scale of 39.01 kpc arcmin −1 and a major-axis of 76.59 arcsec at a PA of 50
• , this is a 50-kpc-wide spiral. The minor-axis isophotal radius is 19.7 arcsec. The SDSS image shows a bluish spiral arm in N3466, winding from the location of the superposed companion. UGC notes a 0.15 × 0.10 arcmin 2 companion superposed at a distance of 0.35 arcmin to PA = 85
• , another companion 2 arcmin away at PA = 83
• , which is a 0.4 × 0.3 arcmin 2 galaxy, a 15.7-mag 0.8 × 0.1 arcmin 2 Sc at a distance of 2.9 arcmin at PA = 253
• and UGC 06045 = NGC 3467 at a distance of 7.0 arcmin at PA = 87
• .
The very close superposed UGC galaxy, known also SDSS J105616.79+094516.7, is an r = 15.81 mag lenticular with a typical early-type galaxy spectrum. With a redshift of 9960 ± 60 km s −1 , this is definitely not a projected companion. A dark patch, visible on the SDSS finding chart image of the companion, appears to be connected with the bluish arm in N3466, indicating that the smaller lenticular might be interacting with N3466. N3466 was previously measured in H I and is included in the 21-cm spectral line digital archive (Springob et al. 2005 ) with w(50) = 728 ± 16 km s −1 . The NED notes that a poor galaxy cluster, WBL 291 (White et al. 1999 ), whose centre is 2.4 arcmin away from the object, is at essentially the same redshift, 9707 km s −1 . This indicates that the immediate neighbourhood is relatively dense.
201697 (10 955 km s −1 ). This object is also CGCG 095−077 NED02 = MCG +03−28−040 = PGC 032951. The plate scale of 43.09 kpc arcmin −1 and the ∼50 arcsec major-axis imply a 36-kpc galaxy. The SDSS finding chart shows a strongly distorted spiral with a warped disc pointing a southward appendage towards a nearby lenticular 20 arcsec to the south. The SDSS spectrum shows strong Hα+[N II] and [S II] emission, with weak emission components of Hβ within an absorption profile, and [O II]. The lenticular neighbour is SDSS J105743.81+151740.2, with no SDSS redshift but with a size similar to that of the target galaxy, hinting that it might be a physical and interacting neighbour. Other galaxies in the neighbourhood, also lacking SDSS spectra, appear to form a chain of galaxies. SDSS J105741.28+152003.2, a tiny 10-arcsec bluish spiral at 11040 ± 30 km s 006066 (11 807 km s −1 ). This galaxy, classified in the NED as SAab: sp, is also UGC 06066. The plate scale at its redshift is 46.25 kpc arcmin −1 and the isophotal major-axis a = 105.15 arcsec imply a physical size of 81 kpc at PA = 41
• . The SDSS spectrum of the central region shows only absorption features, including fairly pronounced Balmer lines. The SDSS finding chart shows a disc galaxy with tightly wound spiral arms and with no obvious signs of interaction. No immediate neighbours were identified in the SDSS data.
222042 (11 569 km s −1 ). This is CGCG 041−030. The SDSS finding chart shows a disc galaxy with an inner dark ring encircled by a luminous outer ring. The inner regions show that this might be a barred galaxy with the arms emerging from the ends of the bar, with a possible SBb morphological classification. A bright nucleus is visible at the centre of the bar. The SDSS spectrum shows narrow Hα in emission and higher Balmer lines in absorption. The plate scale of 45.35 kpc arcmin −1 and the major-axis of 74.42 arcsec imply a 56 kpc size. The object shows no obvious signs of interaction.
226077 (9250 km s −1 ). The plate scale at the redshift of this object is 36.53 kpc arcmin −1 ; with a major-axis of 36.99 arcsec at a PA of 46
• , this is not a very big galaxy, only 23 kpc wide. The SDSS image shows a spiral galaxy with an inner ring, possibly warranting an Sa(r) classification. The spectrum shows strong Hα+[N II] and [S II] emissions on a typical absorption spectrum, with Hβ and higher Balmer lines also in absorption. This galaxy has a nearby neighbour, SDSS J122512.55+160536.0, about 1.5 arcmin to the south at 9180 ± 60 km s 233609 (8143 km s −1 ). The SDSS finding chart shows a featureless bluish disc, possibly face-on and devoid of spiral arms, with a superposed star. The plate scale is 32.57 kpc arcmin −1 . It, and the isophotal r major-axis of 28.48 arcsec at PA = 150
• , implies a smallish 15-kpc galaxy. No SDSS spectrum exists in the archives, but the object has as real neighbour SDSS J130717.44+133847.8 1.5 arcmin to the south-east as an amorphous disc at 8070 ± 60 km s −1 . SDSS J130712.74+133848.2 about 50 arcsec to the south is a background object at 30030 ± 60 km s −1 with a bluewardsloping continuum and Hα+[N II], [S II] and [O II] emissions, and another background object, SDSS J130709.55+133804.6, is about 1.5 arcmin to the south of south-west and at 43110 ± 60 km s −1 . 008375 (7007 km s −1 ). This galaxy is IC 0881 = UGC 08375 = CGCG 101−025, classified as Sa in the NED, with an isophotal major-axis of 2a = 108.33 arcsec at PA = 11
• . With the plate scale of 28.17 kpc arcmin −1 , this galaxy has a semimajor-axis of 25 kpc. The SDSS finding chart shows an edge-on disc with a strong bulge, warranting the Sa classification. Dust lanes are visible in the disc. The SDSS spectrum shows strong absorption lines, including Balmer absorptions. A physical neighbour is SDSS J132006.93+155353.2 = IC 0882, about 4 arcmin to the north-east at 6930 ± 60 km s −1 , with an absorption SDSS spectrum. This is a face-on disc with a bright bulge, perhaps classifiable as S0. Other galaxies within a few arcmin are all in the background.
008379 (11 967 km s −1 ). This object is also UGC 08379 = CGCG 044−071, classified as Sbc in the NED. The plate scale is 46.49 kpc arcmin −1 and the major-axis being 84.09 arcsec at PA = 79
• implies that the galaxy has a 33 kpc radius. The SDSS spectrum shows weak Hα in emission along with [S II] and higher Balmer lines in absorption. The SDSS finding chart shows a two-arm spiral that appears to be fairly isolated.
008475 (6835 km s −1 ). This object is NGC 5162 = NGC 5174 = UGC 08475 = CGCG 072−087 = MCG +02−34−018, classified as an Scd: according to the NED. The double NGC assignment is mentioned in the UGC as 'Listed in CGCG as 'double nebula', which is incorrect. Star superimposed south center'. The SDSS isophotal major-axis is 123.16 arcsec at PA = 165
• ; at a plate scale of 27.63 kpc arcmin −1 , this implies a 76-kpc-wide galaxy. disc, SDSS J132848.66+110156.6, is 8 arcmin to the west and at 6060 ± 30 km s −1 . All these possible real neighbours appear to be forming stars intensively and in the same region of space; yet the neighbours are between one-tenth to two-tenths the size of N5162 and would not be considered 'significant neighbours' according to the Karachentseva (1973) isolation criteria. For this reason, we include it in our selection of possible high-mass galaxies.
008488 (7363 km s −1 ). This object is NGC 5185 = UGC 08488 = CGCG 072−104 = MCG +02−34−025, an Sb galaxy according to the NED, with a major-axis of 111.70 arcsec (from the RC3) at PA = 58
• ; with the plate scale of 29.62 kpc arcmin −1 , this implies a galaxy with a semimajor-axis of 28 kpc. The SDSS finding chart shows a tilted spiral, possibly barred, where the north-east side is more open than the south-west side. SDSS J133001.26+131839.4 is a physical companion; this is a blue discy ∼10 arcsec wide object, an r = 17.88 mag galaxy some 5 arcmin to the south and 7350 ± 30 km s ). This galaxy is NGC 5221 = UGC 08559 = ARP 288 = VV 315b = VIII Zw 325 = CGCG 073−040 = MCG +02−35−006, classified as Sb: in the NED. The SDSS finding chart shows a discy galaxy with a strong bulge and a circumnuclear dark lane. The outer parts of the object are strongly warped with bright bluish features to the west and south. To the north-east, the warp appears softer and less bright and bluer than the other parts of the warped disc. A reddish diffuse concentration is visible in the outermost northward part of the warp. The plate scale is 28.12 kpc arcmin −1 and, together with the isophotal major-axis of 143.90 arcsec (from the RC3), implies a 67-kpc object.
Possible neighbours include SDSS J133503.61+135519.7, a nucleated dE 5 arcmin to the north of north-east at 7350 ± 60 km s −1 with the spectrum of an early-type galaxy, the larger SDSS J133455.94+134431.7 = NGC 5222, a seemingly elliptical with a superposed distorted spiral, 4 arcmin to the south at 6960 ± 60 km s −1 , with Hα, [N II], strong [S II] and [O II] emission and with which the primary galaxy is assumed to have interacted, and SDSS J133430.04+134814.8, another possible nucleated dE some 5 arcmin to the west of south-west at 7290 km s −1 . SDSS J133448.16+134439.4, a diffuse bluish disc, is 2 arcmin to the west of N5222; it is at 6630 ± 30 km s −1 and shows an early-type galaxy spectrum, while SDSS J133443.53+134507.3, some 5 arcmin to the south-west and at 7590 ± 60 km s −1 , shows Balmer absorptions. The region seems to have more than its share of objects at redshifts similar to that of the primary target, indicating that some of the small galaxies might be fragments created by the galaxy interaction.
008766 (6996 km s −1 ). This galaxy is IC 0944 = UGC 08766 = CGCG 073−085 = MCG +02−35−019, classified in the NED as Sa, with an isophotal r-band major-axis of 138.55 arcsec at PA = 106
• . Since the plate scale is 28.13 kpc arcmin −1 , this implies a 65-kpc galaxy. The SDSS spectrum shows Hα in emission and higher Balmer lines in absorption on a continuum with shallow absorption lines. The SDSS finding chart shows the nearby physical companion, SDSS J135132.95+140639.0, which is an SBb [or SAB(s) • . With a plate scale of 20.09 kpc arcmin −1 , this is a 35-kpc object. The SDSS spectrum shows absorptions only. A physical companion, SDSS J140215.25+080022.9, a featureless 10-arcsec blob 2 arcmin south of N5417 and at 5190 ± 60 km s −1 , shows Balmer lines in absorption on a blueward-sloping continuum.
009031 (11 864 km s −1 ). This galaxy is UGC 09031 = CGCG 103−076 = MCG +03−36−053, classified as a possible spiral (S?) in the NED. With an isophotal r major-axis of 69.80 arcsec at PA = 40
• , and a plate scale of 46.03 kpc arcmin −1 , this is a 27-kpc (semimajor-axis) disc. The SDSS finding chart shows an almost edge-on disc with a prominent equatorial dark lane. The general appearance is that of an Sb galaxy. The SDSS spectrum shows an absorption line spectrum and emission at Hα and [N II], and absorption at higher Balmer lines. A small galaxy about 20 arcsec to the north-west shows a warped disc; with no redshift it is not possible to establish whether this is a physical companion or is projected. There are other small galaxies at slightly larger distances, most lacking redshifts and those that have one are in the background.
248977 (9153 km s −1 ). The SDSS finding chart shows a ∼30 arcsec diffuse image with a very bright centre reminiscent of a nucleated dE (ndE), significantly larger than the size given in the SDSS. This object is SDSS J144112.34+145324.4 with an optical redshift of 9150 ± 60 km s −1 and with an absorption spectrum that also includes Hα and β in absorption. At this redshift, the 10.55 arcsec size from the SDSS translates into some 6 kpc; this is a relatively small galaxy that would be ∼20 kpc if the size shown in the SDSS image would be adopted. Two diffuse ∼5 arcsec blobs are nearby: SDSS J144110.38+145331.5 with r = 15.6 and (g − r) = 0.42 that might be a dark-lane galaxy and SDSS J144110.79+145333.9 with r = 16.81 and (g − r) = 0.30. These do not have optical redshifts and there is a possibility that they are associated with the main galaxy and may have been confused in the same ALFALFA beam.
009624 (11 068 km s −1 ). This object is NGC 5790 = UGC 09624 = CGCG 048−076 = MCG +01−38−022. Classified in the NED as (R)SA0/a and in the UGC as S0/Sa, it shows an inner yellowish spiral with an outer bluish ring with dust lanes and spiral structure on the SDSS finding chart. Another physical companion is SDSS J151543.03+081710.0, a nucleated dE about 70 arcsec to the south-east and on the extension of the major-axis of the primary galaxy at 10 230 ± 60 km s −1 , showing deep Balmer absorptions. SDSS J151543.06+082027.3 is farther away about 2 arcmin to the north-east. This is an ndE with a 15 arcsec size and a redshift of 10 350 ± 60 km s −1 . It has a similar spectrum indicating a significant population of early-type stars. Even more distant physical companions can be found: SDSS J151522.00+082127.3, 5 arcmin to the north-west at 10 260 ± 60 km s −1 , with a similar morphology and spectrum as the two nearer companions, and SDSS J151540.51+081303.6, an edge-on 30-arcsec Sc that is 5 arcmin to the south at 9900 ± 60 km s 009794 (6406 km s −1 ). This extremely disturbed object is UGC 09794 = VIII Zw 461 = CGCG 077-54 = MCG +02−39−009. The NED classifies it as SBdm, whereas the UGC notes it as SBc-IRR. The r-band isophotal major-axis quoted in the NED, 7.30 arcsec, is an obvious mistake; the corresponding value for the B isophotal major-axis in the RC3 is 181.20 arcsec at PA = 42
• , which we adopt. With a plate scale of 25.75 kpc arcmin −1 , this is a 78-kpc galaxy. The SDSS finding chart shows a possible Sc with a strong warp or arm kink at the north-east end and a less-pronounced warp at the opposite end. Dust lanes along the equatorial plane and parallel to it are visible. The SDSS fibre was not set on the nucleus but at a small distance to the south-west; the resultant spectrum shows a redward-sloping continuum with Hα, [N II] a 15-arcsec nucleated dE about 2 arcmin to the west at 6630 ± 60 km s −1 and with an absorption spectrum. Other nearby galaxies are in the background.
009838 (10 267 km s −1 ). This galaxy is known also as UGC 09838 = CGCG 049−158 and is classified as Sab in the NED and in the UGC. The RC3 isophotal major-axis is 77.30 arcsec; this translates into 51 kpc at a plate scale of 39.75 kpc arcmin −1 . The galaxy looks like an Sb with an inner ring about half-way from the centre to the edge. SDSS J152502.75+071056.2 is a physical neighbour 2 arcmin to the north-west at 10 380 ± 60 km s 260110 (10 160 km s −1 ). This galaxy is also CGCG 079−040, whose SDSS finding chart shows an elliptical featureless body. With a major-axis of 43.13 arcsec at PA = 56
• and a plate scale of 39.25 kpc arcmin −1 this is a 28-kpc galaxy. The SDSS spectrum shows weak Hα, [N II], [S II] and [O II] emission on a general absorption spectrum. A physical but distant companion is SDSS J160514.09+141320.1, an edge-on 30-arcsec disc 7 arcmin to the north-east at 10 410 ± 30 km s −1 . Other nearby (projected) companions are: SDSS J160457.91+140815.2, a galaxy classifiable as Sb(r) with two spiral arms emerging from the inner ring, is 2 arcmin to the east at 11 160 ± 30 km s 
A P P E N D I X B : H I P RO F I L E S O F T H E C A N D I DAT E M A S S I V E D I S C S
In this appendix, we show the H I profiles of all the CHMDs obtained by the ALFALFA survey. The ACG numbers of the CHMGs are shown in bold font. This paper has been typeset from a T E X/L A T E X file prepared by the author.
